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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Thrust into a position of world leadership at the end of
World War II, can the United States, a nation of 145,000,000
people not only function successfully as a political democracy
at home but also prove to the people of the world that democ-
racy as a system of government or ”a way of life” offers more
security to the average citizen than communism or fascism?
Under both communist and fascist governments political democ-
racy has been arbitrarily obliterated*
THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this study is to measure the political
interest of American adults in their national government, a
political democracy, at three specific points: the following
of political affairs regularly through the newspapers, radio,
and magazines; voting in the 1946 elections; identification of
nationally prominent political officials*
eefinition of democracy
In this day of conflicting and confused ideologies, what
do we mean by ’’democracy”? Professor John J. Mahoney in his
( 1 )
book. For Us the Living
,
and in his classes has clarified and
defined what democracy should mean:
(1) John J. Mahoney. For Us The Living . An Approach to
Civic education. Hew York: Harper & Brothers, 1945, p. 73
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’’Democracy is a kind of society in which free men,
fraternally minded, voluntarily and persistently
strive for the elimination of inequalities and
exclusions (political and economic) to the end
that all men may share equitably in the rights,
privileges, and satisfactions "tTFiat our life in
common affords
’’Free men. . .voluntarily and persistently strive” l Surely
these words connote an active interest in the policies and per-
sonalities which dominate the contemporary political scene.
Do the citizens of the United States voluntarily and persist-
ently strive to make democracy work well? A partial answer to
this question is the purpose of this study.
( 1 )
In 1943 a Columbia University study of currently held
conceptions of democracy under the sponsorship of Professor
Thomas H. Briggs revealed essential areas of agreement in the
meaning of democracy as understood by the great majority of
respondents. Two of these were ’’government by the people” and
the ”dnties and obligations” of citizens:
"Democracy requires the fullest possible participation
of the people in the government, and the highest good
for all cannot come unless all participate in seeking
it; the responsibilities of citizenship «re ojnong
the highest duties of man; the democratic citizen
casts his ballot at election time and is ready to
accept his full share of the burdens of organized
social life; he has faith in the democratic process
and believes it is a form of government entirely
capable of dealing with the most profound and dis-
turbing social and economic issues which may arise.”
Nine hundred and fifty-three individuals queried, agreed
(1) John R. Beery. Current Conceptions of Democracy. New
York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers college, uoiumDi*
University, pp. 67 and 69.
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3to this extent on the definition of democracy, but what do they
do? foes the electorate take a keen interest and an active
part in our political democracy? Again, to try to answer this
question is the purpose of this study,
( 1 )
The Chairman of the Department of Philosophy at New York
University stresses the essential clement of participation of
the electorate in defining democracy:
"A government is democratic to the extent that those
who are affected by its decisions have a share, direct
or indirect, in determining the nature of the decisions.
Its fundamental assumption is that by and large human
beings are themselves the best judges of their own in-
terests or, at the very least, better judges than any
one man or group of men. .. .Political democracy with-
out economic democracy is incomplete; but economic
democracy without political democracy is impossible.”
( 2 )
In the opinion of another writer, the necessity for free
discussion of public affairs, for free election by the people
of government officials, and for the enactment of such laws as
the elected representatives can agree upon and the people will
support are all characteristics of political democracy. If the
electorate in a democracy either thru ignorance, indifference,
or dishonesty, renounce responsibility for the preservation of
their freedom, the lav/s, whether constitutional or statutory,
will not preserve it for them.
(1) Sidney Hook. nWhat Exactly Do We Mean by Democracy ?*
New York Times Magazine
,
March 16, 1947, p. 48
(2) Carl Lotus Becker. Freedom and Responsibility in the
American Way of Life. New York: Alfred A”. Knopf, 1945',
pp. 105 and IDS
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( 1 )
The preservation of local self government is another test
( 2 )
of democracy. Hitler and Mussolini both substituted central
appointees for locally elected bodies.
(3)
An Associate Justice of the California Supreme Court de-
fines democracy as that form of government founded upon the
recognition of individual rights, not the right of some men but
of all men. "A citizen with no interest in governmental af-
fairs is the ally of graft and corruption.’
1
In order to clarify the border-line between oligarchy or
aristocracy and democracy, one criterion is the establishment
of universal suffrage. "Without universal suffrage democracy
(4)
cannot be fully achieved."
Hence, a generally accepted component of democracy seems
to be the active participation of an alert, keenly interested
electorate based on universal suffrage. However, political
participation by the entire body of citizenry was won only
through the struggles of those willing to make democratic gov-
ernment work.
CT7 Arthur W. Bromage. "Total War «nd the Preservation of
Democracy." The Annals of the American Academy of Political
and Social Science
,
Jan., 1947, pp. 66-74
(2) F. Lee Benns. Europe Since 1914 in Its World Sotting .
New York: F. E. Crofts & Co., 1946, pp. 225 and 259.
(3) Douglas L. Edmonds. "What is Democracy Worth to You?"
Vital Speeches
,
April 1, 1947, p. 373.
(4) uidward McChesney Sait. American Pasties and Elections .
New York: D. Appleton Century Co., 1942, p. 16
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DEVELOPMENT OF POLITICAL D&MOCRACY IN AMERICA
Political democracy did not bloom immediately in the Ameri-
can wilderness, although the United States was the first coun-
try to establish manhood suffrage. In the colony of Virginia,
( 1 )
twenty-two landowners, two from each plantation of 1000 persons,
( 2 )
ruled the colony. In Massachusetts Bay Colony at first eight
stockholders made laws for 2000 settlers. At Washington* s elec-
tion in 1789 no man could vote unless he had a certain amount of
land or money, and there was no state in which all the adult
population could vote.
Political democracy, the sharing in "the election of those
governing by the governed, does not date from the Magna Charta
in 1215, or from the Declaration of Independence in 1776, but
from 1828 and the admission of the states beyond the Appala-
(3)
chian Mts . to the new federal republic. In 1828 when Jackson
was elected to the Presidency, full white manhood suffrage pre-
vailed in 14 of the 28 states, and the property qualification
(4)
survived in 4 only. By the middle of the 1800* s universal white
manhood suffrage had been established except in North Carolina
which had a property test for the election of senators, and in
four other states which had a tax-paying test. With the influx
of immigrants after 1860 eighteen states required ability to
read, or abilit y to read and write, as a qualification for vot-
(lj Harold Rugg. America's March Toward Democracy .
Boston: Ginn and Company, 1957, p. 24
(2) Ibid., p. 26
(3) Edward McChesney Sait, op. cit., p. 17
(4) Ibid., p. 30
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ing; this provision is subject to varying degrees of enforcement
( 1 )
by election officials. The Fifteenth Amendment in 1869 and the
Nineteenth Amendment in 1920 expanded universal white manhood
suffrage to include Negroes and women, although Negroes have
been practically disenfranchised in the South through party con-!
trol of the primary elections. In 1944 the Supreme Court ruled
that the Texas white primary was unconstitutional. However,
through the tricky ’’literacy test” applied by boards of regis-
trars to Negroes (and not to white applicants) in many southern
states, legally authorized by amendments in state constitutions,
Negro registrations are still kept at a low level.
Beginning with the 1880* s and extending into the early
1900*3, the adoption of the Australian secret ballot; the initi-
ative, referendum and recall, providing ways by which people
could act upon laws directly rather than through their represen-
tatives; the direct election of senators instead of by the state
legislatures; the direct primary, allowing popular choice of
candidates and thereby restricting the powers of the party con-
ventions (except Presidential primaries )--all increased the
machinery through which the electorate might share in its govern-
ment. However, the proportion of actual voters to possible
voters steadily declined. In 1880 three-fourths of those en-
titled to vote in the country cast their ballots for President.
(2)
Fifty years later less than half voted.
TTTF Edward McChesney Sait, op. cit., p. 31
(2) Harold Rugg, op. cit., p. 371
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The following statistics, showing voting from 1920 through
1944, are concerned only with voting in presidential elections
and, therefore, present figures much higher than those for
local elections.
ACTUAL vara AS Pu.RCjiNT AGr. OF AIULT CITIZENS
1920 - 49% 1932 - 56%
1924 - 51% 1936 - 63%
1928 - 54% a 1940 - 66%
1944 - 60%
On October 26, 1947 a Boston newspaper editorial summed
up the local situation in these telling statistics: Coun-
cillors have been elected by less than half the vote of their
wards; only 30 per cent cast a ballot for the Council and
School Committee in the last off-year election; in 1945 for
the mayoralty contest 14 of the 22 wards had only a turnout
( 2 )
of 40-70 per cent.
Therefore, it is evident that the framework for a poli-
tical democracy actually exists in the United States, but a
keen political interest throughout the electorate seems lack-
ing. That this lack has been a matter of concern is shown by
the increasing discussion of the need for civic education.
(1) Edward McChesney Sait, op. cit., p. 700
(a) H. W. Dodd. "The Critical Role of the Voter.” New
York Times Magazine
,
October 27, 1946, p. 10
(2) Boston Herald editorial, "Boston's Ruling Few," Oct.
26, 1947
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8THa NEED FOR CIVIC EDUCATION
( 1 )
Civic education, or education for citizenship,
"means turning out of the schools young men and
women who possess those interests, understand-
ings, and attitudes which will function to on-
able them, as adults, to perpetuate democracy
in these United States, and to improve its work-
ings."
( 2 )
David Snedden in the 1920* s was the first to state the
need for purposive civic education, pointing out the heavier
responsibilities of citizenship in the interdependent, complex
industrial civilization which had developed after I860*
Among the goals of this purposive education he included:
"Promotion of the kinds and degrees of devotion to
country, city, town and other political groupings
as collective social entities with a view to insur-
ing the welfare of the commonwealth and the com-
munity*
"Training in dispositions and abilities to parti-
cipate actively in political parties, volunteer
service, and other activities of a positive nature
designed to promote the public welfare."
He based these goals on the existing "ci*ic shortages". In
the prosperity of the twenties no steps were taken to put
his concrete proposals for civic education into effect.
However, after the crash in 1929 and the subsequent ten
years of unemployment there was an accelerated interest in
politics (see voting percentages in ©lections of 1936 and
1940 above). At the outbreak of World War II, precipitated
(1) John J. Mahoney, op. cit., p. 8
(2) David Snedden. Civic education . New York: World
Book Company, 1923, p. 32
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9by the new totalitarian governments of Europe, the proper
working of our political democracy became a goes t ion of
great importance* Education for democracy (civic compe-
( 1 )
tence was
"•unfinished work* when in December, 1941, the
Japanese attacked Poarl Harbor and the United
States of America entered world War II. Fublic
school authorities discovered democracy during
the 1930's. But they did not fashion a program
of education that aims definitely at the pres-
ervation of, and the continuous improvement of,
the American democratic way."
This point of view is borne out by the lack of political
education given to the members of the American Military
( 2 )
Government in jsurope, as reported by one observer. These
men displayed the usual high technical ability in restoring
communication and transportation, but they completely lacked
political know-how. They did not hav© the facts about demo-
cracy and fascism although they were perfectly capable of
understanding the issues. These men were alert enough in
matters th©y felt concerned them; the intellectual capacity
was there, and the means of communication were not lacking--
just not b©ing used.
(1) John J. Mahoney, op. cit., p. 32
(2) Carl Dreher. "Close-Up of Democracy." Virginia
Quarterly Review
,
Vol. 23, No. 1 Winter 1947, p. §2
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In this connection, the question asked by a recent writer
( 1 )
is pertinent.
"If the general diffusion of knowledge and learning
through a community is essential to the preserva-
tion of free government, then few things are more
important than the sort of education that is pro-
vided in our high schools. What can be done to
prepare students for the responsibilities of citi-
zenship?"
Strength in peace is much more difficult to attain than
(2)
strength in war. The need for action in civic education
(1) Carl Lotus Becker. Freedom and Responsibility in the
American Way of Life . New York: Alfred a. Knopf, 1945, p. 54
(2) C. C. Ball. "Social Studies for Citizenship."
education
,
Oct. 1945, Vol. 64, pp. 113-118
William G. Carleton. "Are We Politically adolescent
The American Scholar
,
Vol. 16, No. 1, pp. 29-47
encyclopedia of Social Sciences. New York: The
MacMillan Company, Vol. V, p. 83
Robert M. Hallett. "Democracy: Taking It to the
People." Christian Science Monitor
,
July 16, 1947.
Wilbur C. Hollenbeck. "New Needs in Civic education."
Teachers College Record
,
May 1947, Vol. 48, pp. 490-1
Junior Town Meeting of the Air originating at Milton
Academy on the occasion of its 150th anniversary. "How Can
the Schools Train for Better Citizenship?" April, 1948
David H. Lawrence. "The Political Campaign." The
United States News
,
Nov. 8, 1946, p. 29
Frederick H. Lewis. "New Citizenship Responsibilities."
education
,
Oct. 1943, Vol. 64, pp. 113-118
0. Douglas Weeks. "The Aims of Civic education."
education
,
March 1938, Vol. 58, pp. 385-90
William Van Til. "Developing Ifesirable attitudes."
Seventeenth Year Book of the National Council for the Social
Studies. Memasha, Wisconsin, 1947, pp. 65-69.
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has been voiced at many points. We need to teach the mean-
ing of democracy in all its practical applications. A
citizen must accept more activ© responsibility for improving
our democratic form of government, education has not assumed
as its first responsibility intensive training to inculcate
devoted faith in, and an intelligent understanding of,
democracy. "We need to indoctrinate for successful political
democracy precisely as we indoctrinate for good manners."
The question is how . The diversion of a few billion
dollars to research would teach us more about behavior and
group attitudes, effort and money, similar to the amount
poured into the invention of the atomic bomb, spent for re-
( 1 )
search into the "mechanics and motivations of intelligent
group action" might insure that political democracy will en-
dure despite the post-war economic stresses. A beginning has
been made in the Research Center for Group Eynamics organized
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
(2)
In 1945 a program was outlined by Professor John J.
Mahoney, Boston University, which sets up objectives for
civic education based on outstanding weaknesses in our poli-
tical democracy today. Based upon these objectives are con-
crete suggestions for procedures which can be used by the
teachers of all subjects to make political democracy work
(1) Seventeenth Year Book of the National Council for
the Social Studies. Memasha, Wisconsin, 1947, p. 116
(2) John J. Mahoney, op. cit., pp. 265-271; 276-311
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better. The first five objectives are of particular interest
in connection with this study:
Objective Number I: An adequate understanding of, and
whole-hearted allegiance to, the
democratic way of life.
Objective Number II: An appreciation of the rights, privi-
leges, and protections which political
democracy ensures.
Objective Number III: A keen interest in things political.
Objective Number IV: The application of more intelligence
in the conduct of political affairs.
Objective Number V: Better political leadership.
In 1948, to implement the above suggested program, the
( 1 )
education Research Corporation of Cambridge under the direc-
tion of Professor Mahoney and Henry W. Holmes, Professor of
Education, emeritus, of Harvard University has been organized.
It will attempt to perfect a model curricula for public
schools to train pupils for effective citizenship. To this
end the Research Corporation will also train picked groups of
teachers from the public schools how to use the new techniques
in education for better citizenship.
Therefore, it would seem that the time has corn© to stop
taking the civil rights and privileges under political demo-
cracy for granted and to concentrate upon the responsibili-
ties to perpetuate political democracy and make it work.
m Boston Herald editorial, "Honored Matoney," March 10,
1948
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( 1 )
The people of the United States must never lose the right
freely to effect changes in the American political structure,
hut without keen political interest the wrong changes may be
made, events in Europe in the last thirty years have reversed
the trend of a thousand years in the development of the poli-
tical freedom of the individual and placed the state supreme
( 2 )
above the individual citizen. Fascism and Communism know no
political democracy, whatever their programs may offer in the
economic field.
RECAPITULATION
The purpose of this study is to measure the political
interest of American adults in their national government, a
political democracy, as shown by the following of political
affairs regularly through the newspapers, radio, and maga-
zines; by voting in the 1946 elections; and by identification
of prominent national public officials.
(1) Oscar H. Stude. n A Value for Democracy.” Education,
Sept. 1943, p. 60.
(2) John T. Flynn. The jaipic of Freedom . Philadelphia:
Fireside Press, Inc., 1947, pp. 121-4
Irwin Edman* Fountains of Freedom , New York:
Reynal & Hitchcock, 1941, p. 9
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CHAPTER II
SOMjs PREVIOUS STUDIES OF a SIMILAR NATURb
From the investigation apparently not many studies have
been made of political interest although there has been con-
siderable discussion of lack of political interest. Those
investigations which studied political interest and which
seem somewhat related to the problem of political interest
are outlined below.
” ARE HIGH SCHOOL SeNIORS INTERESTED IN THINGS POLITICAL?”
( 1 )
This unpublished master* s thesis was restricted to high
school seniors and to American politics-national, state, «nd
local. Six hundred and seventy-two pupils—354 girls and 338
boys—were studied in the following communities: a large
town of approximately 25,000 population, a small residential
town of 13,000, an industrial town of 30,000; a large indus-
trial city of 50,000, a large residential city of 68,000.
Not all seniors were included in each community.
A combination questionnaire-test was used modeled on The
New England Test previously given in 1931 which was designed
to measure information rather than interest, however. Part I
was a matching exercise containing the names of fifteen persons
closely connected with state and federal politics to be iden-
tified by a phrase in an identifying list given with these
(1) Albert Gerald Reilly. ”Aro High School Seniors Inter-
ested in Things Political?” Boston Univ., School of Ed., 1936
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names. Part II was a completion test; of the fifteen itans
eleven asked for the names of important political figures;
the other four covered political facts. Part III con-
tained twenty-five true false statements based on
political facts. Part IV contained ten multiple res-
ponse questions—eight dealing with facts and two
testing the pupils’ ability to identify political
leaders
•
On this test of 672 pupils, 90 per Cent of whom were
seventeen years or over, the average score was 46 per
cent. Only one -sixth of this group scored above 61 per
cent. The results, therefore, indicated that high school
seniors do not have «n interest in things political. On
the other hand, no attempt had been made by teachers to
develop interest. It is pointed out that 55 ninth grade
pupils, only fourteen years of age, given instructions
arousing political interest, scored 63 per cent.
Measured by this test boys were more interested
in politics than girls. Pupils in the College Course
scored higher than those in the General or Commercial.
In this test the size of the school had little to do
with the degree of interest found; rather the results
seemed to show « general disinterest in all schools.
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"ARE TuACR&RS INTaRisSTED IK THINGS POLITICAL?*1
( 1 )
This study of 737 teachers—403 in service and 334 in
training—was restricted to the field of national politics.
The method used was written group responses to a quvstion-
naire-test; the test consisted of twenty-five names of con-
temporary public personalities, nationally known.
The average score was 54 per Cent; only 6 per cent of
the participants scored 80 per c*nt and over. The men scored
higher than the women, having a median score two points bet-
ter. Those teachers working for a master’s degree had a
median score on the test three points higher than those seek-
ing a bachelor’s degree. No conclusions could be drawn as to
relationship between the teacher’s interest in things polit-
ical as measured on this test and the institution from which
the teacher had been graduated, or the place and grade where
he was teaching, or subject taught. The conclusion was that,
in general, teachers are not well informed and, therefore,
not interested in public affairs.
SCHOOL & SOCIETY TaSTS 1946
On a simple test of political knowledge, consisting of
the identification of twenty-five nationally known political
officials (similar to the one used in the above study), in
November, 1946, one class of 133 teachers in Professor John
(~1
) Katharine Lriscoll. ’’are Teachers Interested in
Things Political?” Unpublished master ’ s thesis, Boston
University School of Education, 1940
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( 1 )
J. Mahoney’s course. School & Society, made an average score
of 43 per cent. Only 1 teacher correctly identified the twen-
ty-five political figures; only 32 had 15 or more names cor-
rectly identified; 49, or about one-third of this group, were
able to identify 7 names or Lu,SS; and 21 out of 133 identified
not more than 4 names.
Joe Martin was identified as the "Chairman of the Demo-
cratic Party"; Robert Hannegan as "Chairman of the National
Republican Committee; James Byrnes, as "Secretary of Congress";
Robert Jackson, as a "football player"; Henry Wallace, as the
"Senator from Massachusetts". Thomas Dewey was identified as
"writing books on philosophy".
The average score on this test, given to all sections of
School Sc Society, approximately 355 teachers, was also 43 per
cent in November, 1946. The evidence would seem to indicate
a dearth of information and, by deduction, a sad lack of in-
terest in things political on the part of the teaching pro-
fession.
THE NjiW ENGLAND TEST
(2)
In 1931 a committee composed of representatives from the
New England School Superintendents' Association, the New Eng-
land Council, and the Boston UniVwrsity School of Education
( 1 5 As reported by Professor Mahoney in the classroom
(2) George K. Makechnie. "What the New ^.ngland High School
Senior Does or Does Not Know about His Environment—Political,
Social, and economic: A Report of Findings from The New Eng-
land Test." Boston Univ., School of education. No. 17, 1933
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made a "fact-finding survey to discover the knowledge that
New England high school seniors have or have not about their
political, social, and economic environment." The New
England Test was similar in form to the one used in the first
study above. For 5,000 seniors taking the test the average
score was 45 per Cent; 96 per cent of the seniors scored 75
per cent or under, indicating lack of information and under-
standing, political, social, and economic of their day and
age.
PUBLIC INTjsLLIGj&NCE:
A Study of the Attitudes and Opinions cf Voters
( 1 )
This study in 1935 was based on data secured by the
questionnaire method from 1,250 voters, the most of them in
Kansas and Missouri. The questionnaire consisted of twenty
true -false questions on three main issues: The League of
Nations, the tariff, and compulsory arbitration of industrial
disputes. Information on the voter’s «ge, sex, occupation,
schooling, political affiliation, legal residence, and other
characteristics was obtained also.
On these true -false questions to measure political in-
telligence the average score was 21.4 per cent; a score of 50
was considered as civic competency. There was found to be
little difference between the sexes; professional workers
TO Seba Aldridge. Public Intelligence , a Study of the
Attitudes and Opinions of Voters. Lawrence, Kansas: Uni-
versity of Kansas Department of Journalism Press, pp. 1 and
88-91.
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rated the highest of all vocational classes. It apparently
made little difference how much or little schooling the voter
had unless it extended beyond the secondary school. Politi-
cal preferences were found to be a differentiating factor:
Socialists, Independents, Democrats, an d Republic ans ranked
in this order in political intelligence as measured by this
instrument. The investigator suggested that a generally
acceptable method of ^measuring" political intelligence would
be most valuable when considering problems of developing more
competent citizenship*
NON -VOTING: CAUSES AND MjlTHOIB OF CONTROL
( 1 )
This study, using the statistical and case study method
on 5,000 non-voters, with a control group of voters, in the
( 2 )
Chicago local election of 1923 showed the main causes of non-
voting were as follows:
Difficulty in registering or getting to the polls 12.6$
Illness or absence from the city 25.4$
General indifference and disgust with politics... 53.2$
(3)
The methods suggested for contxo lling non-voting were
greater familiarity with the mechanics of voting through
newspaper publicity, movies, and the radio; registration by
government agents as in some European countries instead of
leaving the initiative with the voter and requiring his per-
sonal appearance to register; the short ballot— few elected
TO Charles Edward Merriam and Harold Foote Gosnell.
Non-Voting; Causes and Methods of Control . Chicago: Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, 1924
(2) Ibid., p. 34 (3) Ibid., pp. 232-249
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officials and more appointees; education to change the atti-
tude of the non-voter, showing that his interests are linked
with the government and the effectiveness of its representa-
tives; itensifiwd training in the secondary schools.
"WHY JDN 1 T MORE AMERICANS VOT*?"
A condensation of a study hy the public opinion poll
( 1 )
method made by Dr. George H. Gallup, founder of the American
Institute of Public Opinion and Vice-President of the Nation-
al Municipal League, for the Municipal Review , summarized the
causes of non-voting as follows:
First, ignorance plays a large part because the schools
and colleges are not teaching a knowledge of government. In
January, 1945, only 31 per cent of all voters knew that elec-
tions were going to be held. One-third of all citizens with
college training did not know the number of years for which a
congressional representative is elected. Only four out of
ten voters could name their own Senator; only one-half could
name their Representative. In January, 1945, only 68 per
cent could name the Vice President, later President Trumanl
Second, the low plane of political campaigns breeds
disgust and indifference. All opponents are labeled "li*rs"
and all ills traced to them: depression, crop failures,
prices, and shortages. All minorities are bribed by promises
during the campaign: to the veterans, bonuses; to labor,
Tl) George H. Gallup. "Why Don't More Americans Vote?"
Readers Digest, April, 1947, pp. 76-8
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high wages; to teachers, better salaries; to farmers, higher
prices; to the tax payer, lower rates. In the final days
loud claims to success blow across the country to get "all
the dolts on the band-wagon"*
Third, lack of opportunity to record votes on is sues
leads to feelings of lack of power. In 1920 the electorate
had no opportunity to record its wishes on the League of
Nations. In 1936 the election of President Roosevelt was
"no carte blanche to pack the Supreme Court"; in 1946 the
voter did not have a chance to record his vote specifically
on the issue of more drastic labor laws.
In England there is 50 per Cent greater voter participa-
tion than in the United States; in Canada twice the proportion
cast their votes; in Franc© half the total population voted
in the recent elections. A similar proportion would have
meant 70,000,000 voters instead of 35,000,000 in November,
1946. (In the recent (1948) Italian elections 90 per cent
of the people voted).
THIS STUDY-
This study will measure political interest in the field
of national politics only as shown by knowledge of nationally
prominent political personalities. In this respect it differs
from the first of the above studies which measured national,
state, and local political interest. The form of the identi-
fication test is similar to that used by the second study
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for identification of national political figures. However,
the test is given to adults, picked at random, and not just
to school teachers. In addition, a questionnaire is included
to gather factual data concerning voting in 1946 elections
and the following of political affairs through newspapers,
radio, and magazines. In common with throe of the .bove
studios, the assumption is that a test of information is a
measure of interest*
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
THE INSTRUMENT
For more than a decade Professor John J. Mahoney has
been giving to his classes at Boston University a test of
information on contemporary public personalities to measure
interest in things political. A similar test compiled by
his assistant in Dscember, 1946, was the test used in this
investigation.
(1)
"Interests are considered to be represented by know-
ledge or information. The person who is interested
in a field is thought to absorb and retain infor-
mation in that field. Amount of information is
used as the criterion of measurement of interests.”
A QUESTIONNAIRE FOR FACTS
This test consisted of four parts; the first three parts,
in the form of a questionnaire.
Part I Circle the correct response
(regularly) I follow political affairs regularly
(newspapers, radio, periodicals
,
etc. )
(occasionally I follow political affairs only
occasionally.
Part II Circle the correct answer in both of the following
quo stions
.
(yes) (no) Did you vote in the 1946 primary?
(yes) (no) Did you vote in the November election?
XT) Fry^r, Douglas . The Measurement of Interests . New
York: Henry Holt and Company, 1931, p. 2*75.
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Part III What newspapers do you read fairly regularly?
What columnists do you read fairly regularly?
Which commentators do you hear fairly regularly?
( 1 )
The questionnaire method is the one used in one-fourth of
all published studies in education. However, it is considered
more reliable for facts than opinions. In this study the ques
tions submitted were concerning facts. The correctness of the
answers depended upon the willingness of the person approached
to give reliable answers.
AN INFORMATION ThST TO MaASURtf INTjsR&ST
Part IV consisted of identification of a list of twenty-
six national political officials, prominent at the time the
test was administered (see Table 1). From Table 2 it may be
seen that of the twenty-six contemporary public personalities
seven held, or had recently held, cabinet offices. Not only
are these men responsible for departments of the government,
but they also had figured conspicuously in the headlines.
Henry Wallace had been removed from the Cabinet by
President Truman for his criticism of American foreign policy
as being carried out by Secretary of State Byrnes in October,
1946. James Byrnes jousts with Molotov at the Big Four for-
eign ministers conferences to shape the peace treaties had
(T1 Leonard V. Koos. The Questionnaire in Education .
New York: The MacMillan Co.
,
19^8, p. 165
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been highlighted. In the coal crisis in late 1946 it was
Juliu3 Krug who opposed John L. Lewis when the minors struck
while under government operation. The use of the court in-
junction by the government wqs high news and was later upheld
by the Supreme Court. Since the year 1946 was the worst on
( 1 )
record for industrial warfare. Secretary of Labor Schwellen-
bach was in the news definitely. With strikes in coal, steel,
automobiles, and shipping Philip Murray, President of the
C. I. 0. and William Green loomed large in the headlines..
Justice Jackson of the Supreme Court
,
prosecutor at the
international military court at Lumberg for the trial of
Nazi v/ar crimes had been the subject of newspaper, magazine,
4
and radio reporting for almost a year. Fred Vinson, the man
of many positions, had been the Director of the Offi'ce of
jsconomic Stabilization from 1943 to 1945; then in rapid suc-
cession, Director of War Mobilization and Reconversion, Secre-
tary of the Treasury, and finally Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court.
Consider Governors Dewey and Warren: one was the Republi-
can nominee for the Presidency in 1944 and the nominal leader
of the Republican party; Warren had received both the Demo-
cratic and Republican nomination for Governor in the primary
elections in California in November, 1946. Stassen was openly
CTJ
Weekly News Review. Nov . 11, 1946, Vol. XXV, No. 16,
p. 1
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campaigning for the 1948 nomination for the Presidency, busy
globe trotting* Senator Vandenburg, as Chairman of the Senate
Forei^i Relations Committee, was responsible for maintaining
our bi-partisan foreign policy; he had been attending European
conferences with the Secretary of State. Senator Bilbo, that
,rblot on the scutcheon” with his doctrine of white supremacy
and private party primaries had not been seated in the Senate.
As the new Republican Speaker of the House of Representa-
tives Joseph Martin from Massachusetts should have b®en known
to all interested citizens. Representative Andrew J. May,
infamous for his part in the Garsson war contract scandal, was
in and out of the n«ws during this period. James W. Fulbright
temporarily distinguished himself for the idea that President
Truman should appoint a Republican Secretary of State and re-
sign after the November, 1946, election to maintain harmony
between the executive and legislative branches of the govern-
ment. Such a startling innovation surely should have secured
the attention of the active citizen.
David Lilienthal had a double star for interest. As
Chairman of the Tennessee Valley Authority he successfully ad-
ministered one of the most bitterly fought and most outstand-
ingly successful of the New Deal projects, providing electric
power, flood control, and irrigation to the whole backward
Tennessee Valley. Early in 1947 his appointment to the chair-
manship of the U. S. Civil Atomic Energy Commission was stren-
t
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ously opposed by the Senate generally and Senator McKellar,
in particular. Surely to a wide-awake, thinking citizen
nothing is more important to his future at the moment than
the development and control of atomic energy. In this con-
nection Bernard Baruch had drawn up the American plan for the
international control and inspection of atomic development in
the United Nations organization. Russia did not like it*
The rise in lawlessness and crime during 1946, breaking
(1)
all previous records, kept J. Edgar Hoover’s men busy and
J. Edgar Hoover in the headlines.
In the increasing strife between labor and management
aric Johnston had a place as an enlightened entrepreneur. He
had spoken, written, and broadcast for more cooperation between
the two great partners in America’s prodigous production re-
cord. John Studebaker, tt s U. S. Commissioner of Education in
a year which had seen the newspapers and magazines popularly
urging the case of more money for United States education and
educators, merits the rank of a prominent figure in contempo-
rary public service.
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that a slight in-
terest and even a brief reading of any daily paper or a casual
listening to daily radio newscasts at the time this test was
given, would have provided the general public with a fairly
(1) Weekly News Review , Vol. XXV, No. 2, p. 1
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accurate knowledge of these twenty-six contemporary figures
prominent in the public service even though the individual
might not be able to give the specific title in every instance*
A general identification only was sought. To repeat, a test
of information is considered a valid measure of interest.
AIMI NISTRATIQN
This test was given individually and in small groups
from December, 1946, to April, 1947, to 100 adults chosen at
random in Boston, Lowell, Brockton, North Reading, Milton,
and Bedford, Mass.; also Portland, Maine* This group included
business men, teachers, doctors, lawyers, nurses, veterans,
housewives, factory workers, office workers, and domestic
workers ranging in ago from 21 to 55 years.
SCORING
The responses to the test in Part IV were scored correct
if the respondent gave any general identification as to past
or present positions held in the government. For example,
James W* Fulbright identified as Representative (not Senator)
who suggested the Truman step-down was scored correct.
"Financier" for Bernard Baruch was considered insufficient
identification in view of his long record of public service.
"Senator" or "Representative" though no state was given, was
scored correct. David Lijienthal identified as "T.V.A. Head"
without mention of his new position on the U. S. Civil Atomic
energy Commission was scored correct. I
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t^ble i
LIST OF TWENTY-SIX CONTEMPORARY NaTICNaL POLITICAL OFFICIALS
USED IN INFORMATION TeST TO MEASURE INTEREST
Name Office Held
David Lilienthal Chairman U.S. Civil Atomic Energy Com#
Philip Murray President of C. I. 0.
Robert Taft Senator from Ohio (Republican)
Robert Hannegan Chairman, Democratic National Committee;
Postmaster General
Robert Jackson Associate Justice of Supreme Court;
War Crimes Prosecutor
Theodore Bilbo Senator from Mississippi (Democrat)
Arthur Vandenburg Senator from Michigan (Republican)
Harold Stassen Ex-Governor of Minnesota; 1948 declared
Presidential candidate
Thomas Dewey Governor of New York
James F. Byrnes Secretary of State
William Green President of A. F. L.
Robert Patterson Secretary of War
Joseph Martin Speaker of House of Representatives
Eric Johnston Pres. Motion Picture Ass*n. of America;
ex-President U.S. Chamber of Commerce
J. Edgar Hoover Chief of Federal Bureau of Investigation
Bernard Baruch U. N. Atomic Energy Commission
Henry Wallace Secretary of Commerce; ex-Vice President
Andrew J. May Representative from Kentucky (Democrat)
Lewis Schwellenbach Secretary of Labor
Fr„d Vinson Chief Justice of Supreme Court; ex-
Secretary of Treasury; Director, Econ.
Stabilization 1943-45, War Mobilization
and Reconversion April to July 1945
Julius Krug Secretary of Interior
Earl Warren Governor of California
James W. Fulbright Senator from Arkansas
Ellis Arnall Ex-Covemor of Georgia
W. Averell Harriman Secretary of Commence; Ambassador to
Russia, 1943--to Great Britain, 1941
John Studebaker U. S. Commissioner of Education
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Table 2
LIST OF THE TWENTY-SIX CONTEMPORARY NATIONAL POLITICAL
OFFICIALS ARRANGE© ACCORDING TO THE POSITIONS
HuLD IN THE GOVERNMENT
Position Number
Cabinet Officers 7
Governors 4
Senators 4
Representatives 2
Supreme Court 2
Heads of Government Agencies 3
Other Figures in Public Life 4
26
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CHAPTER I
V
FINDINGS OF THE STUEQT
The instrument to measure political interest of a&ilts,
a combined questionnaire and information test, was submitted
individually and in small groups from December, 1946, to April,
1947, to 100 adults in Massachusetts and Maine. This group
consisted of 10 business men, 12 teachers, a professional
group of 6 (4 doctors, 1 lawyer, and 1 social worker), 7 nurses,
20 factory workers, 12 housewives, 22 office workers, and 6
domestic workers.
PART I THE FOLLOWING OF POLITICAL aFFAIRS
THROUGH NEWSPAPERS, RADIO, AND
MaGaZINeS
In the cross-section group of 100 adults tested from
December, 1946, to April, 1947, only 35 followed political
affairs regularly; 55 followed political affairs only occa-
sionally; and 10 admittedly followed political affairs not at
all. Only 35 per cent of the group shov/ed sufficient interest
in the functioning of their government to follow political af-
fairs regularly. (See Table 3).
PART II VOTING IN THE 1946 ELECTIONS
In the 1946 mid-term elections 45 voted in the primary
election and 69 voted in the November election; i. e., 45
per cent took part in the choosing of candidates. In the
.
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TABLE 3
THE FOLLOWING OF POLITICAL AFFAIRS
THROUGH NEWSPAPERS, RALIO, AND
MAGAZINES
Degree of Participation Frequency
Regularly 35 •
Occasionally 55
Never 10
100
TABLE 4
VOTING IN THE 1946 ELECTIONS
election Yes No
1946 Primary 45 55
November 69 31
Table 5
THE FOLLOWING OF GjiNiiRAL NEWS
ARRANGED ACCOR DENG TO MEDIA
Media Yes No
Newspapers 94 6
Columnists 55 45
Comment ators 71 29
.r l , t . co o'.
a-' fi^'i >0 ••• -r/'j .1
lj ' i « c o . .
.
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53
( 1 )
United States as a whole in the November 1946 elections only
35 million people voted out of a total of 91 million over
twenty-one years entitled to vote; i. e*, 38 per Cent as com-
pared with 69 per cent for the group tested. (See Table 4).
However, almost one-third of this group failed to take part
in electing officials to govern them.
In this group of 100 adults 94 read one or more newspapers
fairly regularly. The distribution is as follows:
Table 6
LIST OF NEWSPAPERS MOST FREQUENTLY MENTIONED
Part III NEWSPAPERS read
Name Frequency
Boston Globe
Brockton Enterprise
Boston Post
Boston Herald
Boston Record
Boston Traveler
Portland Press Herald
Portland Evening Express
New York Times
Boston American
Boston Advertiser
Lowell Sun
New York Mirror
Pilot
34
29
25
20
13
12
14
7
10
4
3
3
1
1
(1) George W. Gallup, loc. cit
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Six adults read no newspaper at all fairly regularly;
however, five of these followed the radio newscasts. This
group of 100 adults apparently read the newspaper but not for
the political news. (See Part IV).
COLUMNISTS READ
Of the 100 adults tested, 45 read no columnists fairly
regularly (almost 50 per cent); 55 read a columnist fairly
regularly. Fifteen read Walter Winchell; 12 read Drew Pearson;
9 read Dorothy Thompson; 7 read Bill Cunningham; 6 read Walter
Lippman; 5 read Westbrook Pegler; 3 read Paul Mallon; 3 read
George Sokolsky, 3 read David Lawrence; only 2 read Thomas
Stokes; 2 listed Mullins in the Boston Herald ; 1 followed
Joseph Alsop. The fact that 45 adults read no columnists, who
usually give a background for the daily news, may partially
account for their failure to identify many contemporary public
personalities. (See Table 7).
COMMENTATORS HE^RD
Of the 100 adults tested, 29 heard no radio commentators.
The other 71 listened to one or more commentators. Thirty-seven
listened to Lowell Thomas; 15, to Fulton Lewis, Jr. (the man
who "plugged” for removal of price controls to insure a drop in
prices—they dropped up); 16, to Walter Winchell; 12, to H. V.
Kaltenborn; 8 to Gabriel Heatter; only 7 to Drew Pearson; 2,
to Geoffrey Harwood; 2, to John Barry; 1, to the late Boake
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table 7
LIST OF COLUMNISTS MOST FREQUENTLY MENTIONED
Name Frequency
Walter Winchell
Drew Pearson
Dorothy Thompson
Bill Cunningham
Walter Lippman
Westbrook Pegler
Paul Mai Ion
George Sokolsky
David Lawrence
Thomas Stokes
W. j:.. Mullins
Joseph Alsop
15
12
9
7
6
5
3
3
3
2
2
1
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Carter; 1, to the late Fiorello La Guardia; 1, to William
L. Shirer, who received the radio "Oscar” for the Columbia
Broadcasting Co. for the best reporting daring the year 1946;
only 1, to Raymond Gram Swing. Of those receiving the higher
scores in Part IV (identification of contemporary national
political officials) 3 listened to no radio commentators, but
they read The New York Times .
table 8
LIST OF COMMENTATORS MOST FREQUENTLY HEARD
Name Frequency
Lew ell Thomas 37
Fulton Lewis, Jr. 15
Walter Winchell 16
H.V. Kaltenborn 12
Gabriel Heatter 8
Drew Pearson 7
Geoffrey Harwood 2
John Barry 2
Boake Carter 1
Fiorello La Guardia 1
William L. Shirer 1
Raymond Gram Swing 1
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PART IV INFORMATION Tjs,ST
In the cross-section group of 100 adults tested on the
identification of twenty-six contemporary national political
officials, 20 adults were able to identify 21 to 2 6 of the
public officials listed on the test, or only one-fifth of the
group; 10 adults were able to identify 16 to 20 public offi-
cials; 21 adilts wer® able to identify not more than 0 to 3
of the names. (See Table 9). The average for the group
tested was 44.6 per cent.
Sixty-nine did not know Fred Vinson either as Chief
Justice, as ex-3ecretary of the Treasury, or in any previous
capacity; 66, or two -thirds of the group, did not know David
Lilenthal; 61 did not know L%,wis Schwellenbaeh, the Secretary
of Labor in a ye ar o f strikes; 57 did not know Bernard Baruch
and his plan for atomic energy control; 27 did not identify
Secretary of State (James F. Byrnes) in a year of interna-
tional crises
l
Approximately one-third of the group failed to identify
Philip Murray and William Green; Henry Wallace, only recent-
ly Vice President of the United States, and Averell Harriman,
Secretary of Commerce. J. Edgar Hoover and Thomas E. Dewey
were the best known men; the score was 86 and 87 per cent,
respectively. The least known was John Stu debaker, the
U. S. Commissioner of Education. Only 7 «dults out of 100
identified him correctly; only one-third of the teachers
knew him. (See Table 10).
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An analysis of scores by occupations showed the business
men scored highest, 79.6 per cent. This group included 4
salesmen, a lawyer-manufacturer, a coal dealer, a certified
public accountant, a contract painter, and two business exec-
utives .
The teachers made the next highest score, 60.8 per cent.
This group of 12 teachers included 1 professor of education,
2 high school principals, and 1 junior high school teacher
studying for a master’s degree in social studies—all of whom
made very high scores; in fact, three of the highest scores,
identifying all or all but one official. Therefore, the re-
sults of this test for the teachers’ group is considerably
higher than Professor John J. Mahoney’s results in 1946, 43.0
per cent with a more representative group of teachers. (It
might be noted here again that the average score for the
whole group of 100 adults was 44.6 per Cent).
The professional group, including 4 doctors (M.D. ),
1 lawyer, and 1 social worker, scored next highest, 60.7 per
cent
.
The veterans’ group consisted of 7 recently discharged
service men. These veterans scored 87 per cent on James F.
Byrnes, William Green, Joseph Martin, Bernard Baruch, Henry
Wallace, and 100 per cent cn Thomas £. Dewey. The average
score was 58.2 per cent.
A group of 5 nurses scored 56.9 per cent. This group
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included 1 superintendent of nurses and 2 supervisors.
Twenty factory workers scored only 34.2 per cent. Only
approximately 57 per cent identified Philip Murray and
William Green. However, one iron molder identified 25 of the
26 officials.
The 12 housewives scored 32.6 per cent. Only one-fourth
identified David Lilienthal, but 75 per cent knew Theodore
Bilbo.
The 22 office workers, tested in a group, consisted of
female clerical workers, for the most part, in their early
twenties. This group scored only 31.0 per cent. They could
identify less than one-third of th© officials in their gov-
ernment. Half of them knew Philip Murray but only one -third
identified William Green. Almost three-fourths of them knew
James F. Byrnes, and nine-tenths of them knew J. Kdgar Hoover.
A group of 6 domestic workers (a waitress, a laundress,
a chambermaid, a nursemaid, and two porters) scored only 19.4
per cent. They knew less than one-fifth of the national of-
ficials in their government.
The five highest scores were made by a factory worker
(an iron molder), a 1 awyer -manufacturer
,
a Negro high school
principal from Maryland, a graduate student taking his M. A.
in teaching social studies, and a professor of education.
Only 1 a&ilt identified all 26 officials; 4 identified 25 of
the 26 names ...only 5 per cent of the group.
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table 10
ITEM ANALYSIS OF THE ^P^IFI CATION TEST
ON TWENTY-SIX CONTEMPORARY NATIONAL POLITICAL OFFICIALS
Item
PERCENT OF CORRECT RESPONSES BY
Business
Men Teachers
Profes-
sional
Veter-
ans
David Lilienthal 50.0 50.0 50.0 42.8
Philip Murray 100.0 75.0 83.3 85.7
Robert Taft 100.0 91.6 83-3 57.1
Robert Hannegan 100.0 83.3 66.6 85-7
Robert Jackson 70.0 58.3 50.0 57.1
Theodore Bilbo 80.0 58.3 100.0 71.4
Arthur Yandenburg 100.0 66.6 100.0 71.4
Harold Stassen 80.0 75.0 50.0 42.8
Thomas Dewey 100.0 91.6 100.0 100.0
James F. Byrnes 100.0 91.6 100.0 85.7
William Green 100.0 83.3 83.3 85.7
Robert Patterson 60.0 33-3 16.6 42.8
Joseph Martin 100.0 58.3 66.6 &5-7
Eric Johnston 90.0 33.3 16.6 14.2
J. Edgar Hoover 100.0 83.3 100.0 100.0
Bernard Baruch 80.0 58.3 66.6 85.7
Henry Wallace 100.0 83.3 100.0 85.7
Andrew J . May 80.0 50.0 50.0 42.8
Lewis Schwellenbach 90.0 58.3 66.6 57.1
Fred Vinson 60.0 50.0 66.6 28.5
Julius Krug 60.0 33.3' 0.0 28.5
Earl 'Warren 80.0 58.3 50.0 42.8
James ¥. Fulbright 50.0 25.0 16.6 28.5
Ellis Arnall 70.0 41.6 50.0 42.8
W. Averell Harriman 70.0 58.3 33-3 42.8
John Studebaker 0.0 33.3 16 .6 0.0
Mean Score 79.6 60.8 60.7 58.2
OCCUPATION GROUPS AND TOTAL GROUP
Boston Untvsr-iij
School of Education
Librarv
Nurses
Factory
Workers
House-
wives
Office
Workers
Domestic
Workers
Total for
Group
60.0 35.0 25.0 18.1 0.0 34.0
60.0 55.0 41.6 40.9 50.0 61.0
80.0 45.0 50.0 40.9 33-3 60.0
40.0 45.0 41.6 40.9 0.0 55-0
40.0 15.0 16 .6 13.6 33.3 33-3
60.0 55.0 75.0 63.3 33.3 66.0
80.0 40.0 56.3 27.2 33.3 56 .O
80.0 15.0 33-3 22.7 0.0 39.0
100.0 80.0 83-3 86.3 50.0 87 .O
60.0 50.0 66.6 72.7 50.0 73.0
80.0 60.0 50.0 36.3 33.3 63 .O
20.0 10.0 8.3 13.6 16.6 22.0
60.0 60.0 50.0 22.7 16.6 54.0
40 .
0
10.0 8.3 13.6 16.6 24.0
100.0 75*0 66.6 90.0 66.6 86.0
60.0 35.0 33-3 18.1 0.0 43.0
60.0 35-0 25 .O 54.5 50.0 61 .0
40.0 30.0 16.6 13.0 0.0 33-0
40.0 15.0 33.3 27.2 0.0 39.0
50.0 20.0 0.0 22.7 16.6 31.0
40.0 10.0 8.3 9.0 0.0 19.0
60.0 20.0 16.6 18.1 16.6 35.0
20.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 9.0 14 .
0
40.0 20.0 16.6 27.2 0.0 32.0
60.0 25.0 25.0 13.6 0.0 33.0
40.0 6.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.0
56.9 34.2 32.6 31.0 19.4 44*6

SUMMARY
42 .
One hundred adults were tested individually and in small
groups for political interest measured by a combined ques-
tionnaire and information test, from December, 1946, to April,
1947. This group consisted of 10 business men, 12 teachers,
6 professional workers, 7 veterans recently discharged, 5
nurses, 20 factory workers, 12 housewives, 22 office workers,
and 6 domestic workers. The respondents were chosen at ran-
dom in Boston, Lowell, Brockton, North Reading, Milton, and
Bedford, Mass.; also Portland, Maine.
Only 35 per cent of the group showed sufficient interest
in the functioning of their government to follow political
affairs regularly. In the 1946 mid-term elections 45 per cent
voted in the primary elections and 69 per cent v©ted in the
November election, as compared with 38 per cent who voted in
the United States «s a whole in that election.
Newspapers were read by 94 per cent but not for the polit-
ical news. Only a little over half of the group read a
political columnist fairly regularly. Seventy-one per cent
listened to one or more radio commentators. However, this
high percentage of radio listeners did not result in an equal
percentage of political information as measured on the iden-
tification test on 26 national political figures prominent in
the news. Perhaps the failure to read a political columnist,
who usually gives a background for the daily news, may explain
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the lack of information on national political figures.
On the information test designed to measure political
interest only one-fifth of the group could identify 21 to 26
of the national political figures prominent in the news of
the day. Slightly more than one -fifth could identify not
more than 0 to 3 of the national officials. The average sccre
for the 100 adults was 44.6 per cent on identification of
national political figures.
The 10 business men showed the highest degree of polit-
ical interest, scoring 79.6 per cent. The 12 teachers scored
60.8 per cent, higher than Professor Mahoney’s results in
1946, 43.0 per cent. The group in this study was a top-level
section rather than a representative sampling of the whole
profession. The 6 members of the professional group, includ-
ing 4 doctors, 1 lawyer, and 1 social worker, scored 60.7
per cent. The 7 recently discharged veterans scored 58.2 per
cent. The 5 nurses, including a superintendent of nurses and
2 supervisors, scored 56.9 per cent. The 20 factory workers
scored only 34.2 per cent. They knew only about one-third
of the men in their national government. However, one of the
highest scores, identification of all but 1 of the 26 promi-
nent national political officials was made by an iron molder.
The 12 housewives scored 32.6 per cent, slightly lower than
the factory workers. The 22 office workers scored only 32*6
per cent; the 6 domestic workers, 19.4 per cent
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Only one-fifth of the participants scored above 80 per
cent. Slightly more than one-fifth (21 per cent) scored
11 per cent or LESS. Only 5 of the 100 adults could identify
all or all but 1 of the 26 national political figures promi-
nent in the government of the United States.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
The American aclilt, as represented in this study, did
not show political interest in the following of political
affairs through the newspapers, radio, and magazines. On the
questionnaire submitted only 35 per cent checked the item,
"I follow political affairs regularly."
The American adilt, as represented in this study, did not
participate sufficiently in the 1946 elections to insure the
proper functioning of our political democracy. Only 45 per
cent voted in the primary election and 69 per cent in the
November, 1946, election.
The American adult, as represented in this study, was not
informed concerning prominent national political figures. The
average score was 44.6 per cent on identification of twenty-
six contemporary national political officials. Such a low
score on information would seem to indicate a low level of
political interest among the electorate of our political
democracy. Such a lack of political interest would preclude
any actual government by the people.. .for the people.
This study would seem to bear out the urgent need for
civic education to develop keen political interest and a sense
of civic responsibility if the United States is to continue
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under the system of government to which it is at present com-
mitted, a political democracy. Since this system of govern-
ment, more than any other existing system, emphasizes the
dignity and worth of the individual and more fully affords
the opportunity to develop to the fullest his abilities and
to share in the good things of life, the individual citizen
must be aroused to the right, privileges, protections, and
responsibilities of political democracy in all its practical
applications
•
Some of its privileges to be stressed are the freedom
to choose policy-making officials from various political
parties; the right of the people to change the government
—
governments derive their just powers from the consent of the
governed; the right to own private property; freedom of
religion; freedom to choose their business or job; freedom
to join a labor union or not join a labor union; the indi-
vidual’s liberty is limited only by consideration of the
general welfare.
On the other hand, some of the responsibilities of democ-
racy are the duty to participate in the governing process by
keeping informed on current issues and by casting a ballot
at election time; to give service to the general welfare on
local committees without personal financial gain; to recog-
nize certain areas where the wishes of the individual are not
as important as those of the group; to have faith in the demo-
cratic process.
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A proper functioning of our political democracy is of
prim© importance in the present unstable world situation. In
Europe political democracies succumbed to totalitarian forms
of government under which the individual exists only for the
state, not the state for the individual, as Germany trained
its youth in devotion to fascism and Russia is training its
youth in devotion to communism, so the United States of
America can train its citizens in devotion to democracy to a
much better end... the end that all men, not a certain group,
nmaV s hare equitably in the rights, privileges, and satisfac-
tions” that America’s rich natural resources and tremendous
industrial power can provide. The individial citizen must be
alerted to his responsibilities in perpetuating and improving
his democratic heritage through in tens ive, coordinated, pur-
posive education for better citizenship.
(1) John J. Mahoney, loc. cit
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CHAPTER VI
i
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY AND NEED
FOR FURTHER Rjs,SEARCH
This study was restricted to 100 ackilts chosen at ran
dom in Massachusetts and Maine and to national politics
only. 7/ritten responses were secured individually and in
small groups to a combined questionnaire for facts and an
information test on names of contemporary national politi-
cal officials prominent in* the news of the day. This test
was similar to information tests previously given at
Boston University designed to measure interest. The test
was administered from December, 1946, to April, 1947.
A similar study based perhaps on the Gallup poll
method of distribution, a sampling of 3,000 adults accord-
ing to exact voting population percontages--geographic,
rural and urban, economic--might bring more representative
results for the United States as a whole.
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